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THE BROFESSIONALS

Jeffrey Henderson

In a law office, two preppy- looking, caucasian, twenty-
somethings stand side by side with their arms folded. Chad 
wears layered polo/golf shirts with the collars pulled up. 
The other, Hunter, is wearing khakis and a red sweatshirt 
with greek symbols.

CHAD
I’m Chad!

HUNTER
And I’m Hunter Worthington the 
Third, but you can call me ‘Rip’...

Then, in unison.

CHAD 
And we’re The Brofessionals!

HUNTER (CONT'D)
And we’re The Brofessionals!

They fist bump.

CHAD
And whatever uncool legal trouble 
you’re in, here at The 
Brofessionals, we’ve got you!

HUNTER
Totally!

CHAD
Wether it’s personal injury...

The pair reply to each item in unison.

CHAD (CONT’D)
Not Cool!

HUNTER
Not Cool!

HUNTER (CONT’D)
Bankruptcy...

CHAD
Not Cool!

HUNTER (CONT'D)
Not Cool!

 (CONT’D)

CHAD
Or, DUI...

The pair shrug and respond in unison.



CHAD (CONT’D)
Alright!

HUNTER
Alright!

 (CONT’D)
Like when you got busted on that 
epic trip you took to TJ with your 
hermanos; lit on mezcal and trippin 
balls on peyote and horse 
paralyzers... but now you gotta pay 
up son!

CHAD
Totally not cool!

HUNTER
Totally not cool!

They step forward.

CHAD
Whatever legal trouble you’re in, 
here at The Brofessionals, we got 
you!

HUNTER
But it doesn’t end there: when you 
hire The Brofessionals, we’re not 
just your lawyers, we’re your bros! 
I’m talking full-on bromance dog!

They ’bro clap’ til they hurt their hands.

HUNTER (CONT’D)
OW!

CHAD
OW!

CHAD (CONT’D)
That’s right bro-ham! Most lawyers 
are all uptight; no game, no balls! 
We’re not like that, we understand 
you...

HUNTER
That old dude with the rayon suit 
and the combover know about epic 
partying and sick burns? 

CHAD
Nothing!

Nothing!  That doofus probably 
never even accidentally roofied 
himself at Homecoming! I think not 
hermano!
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CHAD (CONT’D)
You think that douche-puppet gets 
what it’s like? You think he 
understands the pressures of hazing 
new pledges? 

Hunter holds up a newspaper.

HUNTER-
See this dog? We got Alpha Theta Ki 
cleared of three involuntary 
manslaughter charges! Three!

He holds up three fingers on one hand like a gang sign. 

HUNTER
‘Cause we understand it’s not your 
fault if these noobs can’t handle 
the haze!

CHAD
Exaaaactly. Here at The 
Brofessionals, we’re ballers just 
like you son! We’re gonna get you 
what’s coming to you...

HUNTER
Summary judgment on that ‘slip and 
fall’? We’re ‘bout to get you that 
money, bro! And if times are hard, 
and you’re low on cash... 

CHAD
Like maybe your pops cut you off 
over that bogus felony stalking 
charge...

HUNTER
We understand your struggle dog. 

CHAD
That’s right! If we’re vibin’ on 
your broke ass, we’ll show you the 
mad love and do that shit for free!

HUNTER
We call that shit “Bro-bono” homie!

They fist bump again.

CHAD
So, when you’re ready for some 
legit legal counsel, give us a call 
at 888-ComeAtMeBro...
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HUNTER
That’s 888-ComeAtMeBro! 

CHAD
So forget those hoes! Leave 
it to the pros and call the 
bros: The Brofessionals!

HUNTER (CONT'D)
So forget those hoes! Leave 
it to the pros and call the 
bros: The Brofessionals!

(Jingle of phone number at end.)

Blackout.
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